
From: Carman Bradley  

Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 8:37 AM 
To: 700 Clergy 

Subject: Silence and Inaction are Choices of Witness that Only Serve to Embolden Those Who 
Affirm We Live in a Post-Christian Era 

 

 

On the other side of this wall lies professing Christians (the “laity”), a majority of the Alberta voting population, largely 
unaware of the radical shifts in “Parent-Child-State” and “Family-State” governance related to human sexuality. These 
Christians also remain oblivious to how they can give effective “democratic” voice to their beliefs, rights and interests. 

 

Dear Clergy 

This email is the 34th in a series of emails sent to some 700 Alberta clergy (on average) starting 

from January 1, 2017, as part of a longsuffering endeavour to edify, warn and motivate Alberta 

Christians to action.  Radical shifts in “Parent-Child-State” or “Family-State” relationships in the 

areas of childrearing, sexuality education and human sexually rights/governance have serious 

long-term detrimental impacts on Christian parenting and the welfare of our children, 

grandchildren, and future generations.  This email:  

 raises ten key governance issues that need remedy and/or clarification; and  

 outlines through correspondence history (2017–2021) the roles played by government, 

school trustees, and Christian clergy in sustaining a proverbial wall of silence/inaction. 

Additionally, this email addresses two questions regarding Alberta’s Christian clergy and top 
denominational/diocese leadership:  

 Why have they commonly chosen to withhold from their laity the evidence/concerns 
and multiple warnings? 

https://bill10courtchallenge.org/clergy/


 Why have they commonly chosen to withhold knowledge of this petition, a properly 
signed appeal to our legislature which gives Christians their individual (freewill) and 
democratic right to voice their governance wishes?    

In June 2020, the petition was introduced and advocated as the optimum efficient initial course 
of action: 

 to establish a legal standard for a child’s independence from parental consent in the 

areas of sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) self-identity, Gay-Straight Alliance 

(GSA) membership, and independent medical decisions related to gender transitioning; 

 to restore the traditional, time-tested balance and rationality to “parent-child-state” 

relationships, roles and responsibilities; 

 to protect the nuclear family from eroding autonomy vis-à-vis the state; 

 to oblige otherwise avoidant politicians to remedy and clarify governance ambiguities 

and grievances, impacting sexual, gender and spiritual development of our youth; and  

 to take a stand for religious freedom, including Christian heteronormative beliefs and 

values.  

Before listing the ten governance issues, it must be emphasized that the petition is not about 

eliminating social space and respectful dignified inclusive treatment of LGBTQ persons. It’s 

about ensuring true fairness and diversity in Canadian society by establishing in law 

unambiguous social space and equitable tolerance protections for Christian, Islamic, Judeo, 

and/or social conservative parenting, counselling, assembly and association. It’s about time-

tested parenting rights, and nurturing/consent responsibilities. It’s about preventing the 

separation and isolation of immature, sexually wavering/confused/questioning children from 

their parents’ oversight and influence. It’s about preventing state abandonment of sexually 

wavering/confused/questioning children to only LGBTQ-affirming and ideologically biased 

influences. It’s about protecting freedom of religion and opinion/belief/thought. With the 

advent of Bill C-6, it’s also about taking a stand against state-ordered criminalization of 

heteronormative counsel/therapy advertisement and service delivery to children under age 18.   

Ten Governance Issues 

After receiving ambiguous and deflective responses from Education Minister LaGrange (email, 

Nov 12, 2020), and Justice Minister Madu (letter, Mar 31, 2021), ten key governance 

issues/concerns were summarized and sent to Premier Kenney by email on June 3, 2021.  

Extracts from this email to the Premier, including the issues follow.  

_____________________ (Start of extract) ____________________  

Dear Premier Kenney,  

Please find attached, Minister Madu’s final response to my concerns over radical governance 

shifts in “Parent-Child-State” or “Family-State” relations.  There will come the day when the 

voting base for the UCP, i.e. social conservative Albertans, will recognize your government’s role 

in undermining traditional parenting rights and responsibilities, needlessly placing more Alberta 

youth at health risk and seriously eroding nuclear family autonomy from the state. Just as 

probable will be the day when a significant number of UCP MLA’s will, as a matter of personal 
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integrity, acknowledge the need for remedy and more clarity in Alberta governance on matters 

of human sexuality.  

This correspondence follows numerous emails to responsible ministers, starting with the 

previous NDP government, and most recently ending with the attached letter from Justice 

Minister Madu. The background to parenting concerns with the status quo and related health 

risks to Alberta youth are duly described in the many emails and other key analysis and 

documentation. A “short list” of ten issues needing urgent remedy and/or specific clarifying 

responses follows.  

Issue #1 – Do parents have the right to influence their children’s sexual development along a 

parent-preferred path?  If not, at what age, by law, must parents be indifferent to their child’s 

sexuality development and self-identity, regardless of the child’s age, maturity, and 

psychological/medical history? 

Issue #2 – Do parents have a right to know who is influencing their children’s sexual 

development, where and when this is happening, and what their children are being told and 

doing while at school or off school grounds?  

At Ref. D, Education Minister LaGrange writes:  

Schools cannot disclose the membership of GSAs as a matter of routine, or without 

careful consideration of privacy legislation. All school authorities are required to follow 

the law. Public schools must adhere to the Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act, and independent (private) schools must adhere to the Personal Information 

Protection Act. The government expects school staff to exercise good judgment in this 

regard, as in all other aspects of operating schools. 

Issue #3 – Are Alberta children (starting at age 5, and/or kindergarten) actually/legally 

empowered by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act or Personal 

Information Protection Act, to deceive their parents regarding: 

       a self-declared sexual orientation and/or gender identity (SOGI) self-identity while 

attending school;  

       a self-declared name change from the parent’s original assigned birth name while 

attending school; and  

       attendance in a peer-led Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) club, connected to an unregulated, 

off school, adult run Alberta GSA Network, further associated with unfettered adult 

sexual minority activist agencies.   

Are Alberta parents to now file freedom of information requests to find out what their 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9... year-olds are doing at school? Additionally, under what specific law(s) are Alberta teachers 

authorized to lie to, deceive or mislead parents regarding the SOGI self-identity, name change, 

and/or GSA membership status of their children starting from age 5?   

Issue #4 – Do parents in Alberta still have the right and responsibility to decide with whom their 

children associate in accordance with Alberta Family Law Act 21(6)(e))?  

Issue #5 – Now that Alberta has put in place laws permitting GSA clubs, connected to a GSA 

Network, and further connected to LGBTQ activist/support agencies, is the province not 
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obligated to provide sexually wavering/confused/questioning students (K-12) with non-

ideological, equally well facilitated and accessible, heteronormative affirming clubs and sexuality 

counselling?  

Issue #6 – Who is liable should state empowerment of children to SOGI self-identify or join a 

GSA, independent of parental knowledge/approval, result in physical or mental injury?   

Your view and policy that teachers “arbitrarily know best” when to override the “Freedom of 

Information and Protection of Privacy Act,” and “voluntarily” reveal the truth of a child’s 

situation to parents, has serious short-comings: 

 Alberta Teachers’ Association membership (46,000) is dead set against the responsibility; 

 teachers often complain about class sizes limiting their ability to know students; 

    students move grades (K-12) and in higher grades between many teachers; 

 students switch school levels and may move during a school year; 

  teachers are not trained/qualified/placed to make arbitrary and timely medical/ 

psychological judgments on sexuality matters; 

    conflicting views regarding SOGI set one teacher against another; 

    teachers don’t know what is going on in GSAs; and 

    Alberta Education is not mandated and resourced to encroach on Child Welfare Service 

and Alberta Health Services (AHS) roles. 

Surprisingly, Minister Madu writes that the above issues fall exclusively within Minister 

LaGrange’s purview (Ref. his letter): 

Thank you for your follow-up email of April 19, 2021, regarding your views about the 

relationship between parent-child-state as it relates to human sexuality and to 

conversion therapy. This matter falls within the responsibility of the Ministry of 

Education. I have forwarded a copy of your email to the Honourable Adriana LaGrange, 

Minister of Education, for her consideration. Thank you again for writing and for sharing 

your views with me. As there is no further assistance my ministry can offer you, this will 

be my final response on this matter. 

The subject of federal Bill C-6, Conversion Therapy Law, raises additional concerns that only 

exacerbate the above issues for Albertan parents.  When approved, Bill C-6 will make it illegal to 

provide heteronormative counsel/advice/therapy to all youth under the age of 18.  Moreover, 

parents who engage in such counsel/therapy for their child can also face legal action. Albertan 

social conservatives (your UCP voter base!) are entitled to further understand the UCP position 

regarding these additional issues: 

Issue #7 – Does the Alberta government support forcing parents to affirm/accept a child’s self-

declared sexual orientation and/or gender identity, regardless of the child’s age, maturity, and 

psychological/medical history? Indeed, what should be the legal age for independent SOGI self-

determination at school, home, anywhere?  At what age should children be given the right to 

independent consent for transgender hormone treatment and/or sex reassignment surgery? 
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Issue #8 – In Alberta, to whom and under what circumstances may heteronormative 

counsel/therapy occur: (a) never; (b) to wavering/confused/questioning children; and/or (c) to 

“affirm” a child/youth/adult’s free will desire to move away from a previously declared sexual 

minority development path?  

Issue #9 – For many parents, clergy, and faith-based counsellors/educators the Bible, Quran or 

Torah, does not affirm bisexual or homosexual intimacy? Are Albertans allowed to instruct 

children/youth/adults, who are attending: a school; a home study/reading/talk; a church 

service; or a counselling session, (regardless of the attendee’s wavering or SOGI self-identity), if 

the counselling/teaching/advice is heteronormative?  Are parents, clergy and/or faith-based 

counsellors/educators permitted to pray with the attendee for spiritual wisdom and 

discernment, in accordance with the parent’s or individual’s wishes, and/or the 

institution/counsellor’s advertised beliefs?   

Issue #10 – Who is liable should government denial of access to heteronormative 

counselling/therapy result in physical or mental injury? Will the state (tax payers) pay for 

detransition gender therapy should a child wish to change back?   

Surely all Albertans deserve to know their government’s position on these crucial issues.  

Whether the answers come from the Office of the Alberta Premier, Office of Alberta Justice and 

Solicitor General, and/or the Minister of Education does not matter. The confluence of current 

Alberta laws and policies, along with negative impacts of pending federal Bill C-6 legislation, in 

effect enforce one social/legal/ideological governance/ethos regarding human sexuality in our 

schools, the public arena and our homes. 

Premier Kenney, please remedy and clarify your governance on these human sexuality matters. 

Perhaps Minister Madu’s re-direct to the Education Minister for follow-up (his attached letter) is 

tacit acknowledgement that the most politically efficient and cleanest legislative solution to 

begin satisfactorily grappling with these issues is to change Ministry of Education policies by 

introducing legislation that requires children ages 5 to 15 to obtain parental consent before 

they become a member of a Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) or provide a sexual 

orientation/gender identity (SOGI) self-identification to their school. 

_____________________ (End of extract) __________________  

The follow-on text reveals, from the undersign’s perspective, the extent to which government, 

school trustees, and Christian clergy, including denominational/union/diocese senior leadership, 

have contributed to assuring (to this day) little resolution on these crucial areas of human 

sexuality governance.  The remaining text corresponds to this topic structure:  

Record of Interactions with NDP-UCP Governments 

Record of Interactions with School Trustees 

Record of Interactions with Christian Clergy  

Conclusion 
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Record of Interactions with NDP-UCP Governments 

Since May 2016, a series of 31 emails have been exchanged with NDP and UCP government 

ministers and MLAs. Indeed, the first email chain, was with the Honourable Greg Clark, local 

MLA (Alberta Party), which raised three concerns through his Constituency Manager: (Extract) 

Note that Facebook©2016 lists 58 gender options for users, including: Agender; 

Androgyne; Bigender; Cisgender; FTM; Gender Fluid; Gender Nonconforming; 

Questioning or Variant; Genderqueer; Intersex; Neutrois; Pangender; Trans/Transexual; 

and Two-Spirit. I contend that “indifference” to a child’s gender expression is not a 

parenting “Best Practice.” Could you please respond to the following questions: 

Q1. Does Mr. Clark believe parents should be indifferent to gender dysphoria among their 

children? 

Q2. Does Mr. Clark believe some students, regardless of their age, should be empowered to 

live a double life – dress, act and be called by one gender identity at home and secretly 

(without parental awareness) live at school in the opposite gender identity and under an 

assumed name?  

Q3. If the answer to either or both questions above is yes, could Mr. Clark give an 

explanation of his view of the role, responsibilities and rights of parents in raising their 

children? 

The MLA’s response (May 2016): 

From: Calgary Elbow 

You have written to me several times regarding Bill 10 and LGBTQ issues. As I have 

responded previously, I am a strong supporter of Bill 10 and LGBTQ rights, including the 

education guidelines that ensure schools are inclusive for transgender students, and 

others. I appreciate that we live in a country where we are free to express our opinions 

and concerns and you have expressed those to me as your MLA. I hear your concerns and 

understand that you do not support Bill 10. As I’m sure you are aware, as a Canadian 

citizen, you have the right to challenge any law in court. I do not share your view in this 

matter and I will not be taking any action in the legislature to amend or repeal Bill 10. If 

you wish to contact me on other issues in the future, I would be happy to respond, but I 

will not be engaging further with you on this issue. 

Note on this matter of pursuing a Bill 10 court challenge, written expert legal advice in February 

2018 discouraged this route: (Extract): 

Litigation is not always the best answer to a public policy mistake. In fact, litigation 

rarely is the best response when government fails to meet its responsibilities to citizens.  

Litigation is: 

1. Expensive (in this case, the legal fees would exceed one million dollars by the time 

the matter made it to the Supreme Court of Canada); and 
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2. Lengthy (sometimes up to a decade is required to secure a final solution of a matter).  

Nonetheless, in April 2019, an application [Must read] by the undersigned for funding from the 

federal government Court Challenges Program (CCP) was made.  The submission answered three 

requirements: 

 describe your case: the facts and the legal issues; 

 describe how your case is a test case; and 

 describe how your case is of national importance and how your case could assert and 

clarify one of the human rights covered by the CCP. 

The funding application was based two sections of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms: 

 Section 2 - fundamental freedoms, including freedom of religion, expression, assembly 

and association; and 

 Section 15: equality rights. 

The always controversial CCP has most often been used to fund a partisan progressive-left 

agenda.  True to its legacy, the newly revived CCP “Human Rights Expert Panel” chose to reject 

the application without explanation. 

Beyond the starting correspondence with MLA Clark, the remaining email chain details the 

chronology and content of discussions with Alberta Governments (NDP and UCP) and Alberta 

MLAs.  All of these exchanges have come to little avail.  In effect, on governance matters of 

children’s (student’s) secret SOGI self-identification and GSA membership both the NDP and UCP 

have been in the same camp.  As the newly elected leader of the UCP, Jason Kenney overturned 

the democratic will of his own party expressed during the first UCP convention when 57 percent 

of delegates voted to have parents informed of their children’s attendance in GSA clubs. See 

Dean Bennett, Global News, “Alberta Conservatives clash with leaders on gay-straight alliances 

at UCP policy meeting,” May 7, 2018. 

Regarding the Conversion Therapy Ban (federal Bill C-6), few are for abusive forced conversion 

of Canadians in order to change their sexual orientation or gender (SOGI) self-identity.  However 

with Bill C-6, if you are a minor under age 18, once a choice is made to self-identify LGBTQ there 

is in practicality no going back. All “practices” to repress or reduce non-heterosexual attraction, 

sexual behaviour, and gender dysphoria among children and youth are illegal. All advertising for 

this category of services is illegal.  Parents attempting these “practices” on children under age 

18 may be jailed.  Ironically, the result of Bill C-6, Canadians under age 18 can no longer live the 

way they choose:   

 Canadians (under age 18) lose their free will right to choose to change/reduce a sexual 

attraction or behaviour with their preferred choice of counsellor/therapist/doctor; 

 Canadians (under age 18) lose the free will right to choose to investigate their gender 

dsyphoria with their preferred choice of counsellor/therapist/doctor; 
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 Canadians (under age 18) lose the free will right to choose and access professional help 

to change a previously declared gender identity back to match the person’s biology; 

 Canadian parents lose the longstanding right and responsibility to determine, choose 

and consent to the medical/counselling/therapy services they deem in the best interests 

of their off-spring; and  

 sexually or gender wavering/confused/questioning children (and their parents) lose 

their free will right to find and have access to heteronormative counsel/therapy. 

This confluence of provincial and federal policies and laws amounts to the state declaring one 

legal governance/one social ethos impacting everywhere - our schools, medical 

service/counselling agencies, churches, homes, and everyone - radically altering “Parent-Child-

State” and “Family-State” relations.  Alberta’s Christians must not standby while the state 

radically and negatively alters the sexuality and gender development environment for over 

727,000 school-age Alberta youth for generations to come. 

For further explanation on the provincial and federal confluence of human sexually governance, 

see the email sent to federal Conservative MPs – How Bill C-6 Law, Alberta GSA Law and Alberta 

SOGI Self-identity Policy in Schools Impact Parents, Children and Families.   

Record of Interactions with School Trustees 

Since February 2017, a series of 17 emails have been exchanged with some 450 trustees in both 

public and separate school boards.  After sending the email “A Social Conservative Response to 

Choice in Education” to these school trustees, the following reply broke an almost universal 

silence: 

Respectfully, what I judge you are suggesting is that the basic, fundamental human 

rights of a person, no matter what their age, should and can be trumped by the rights of 

a parent or guardian. I don’t agree. There has to be a way to support parental rights, 

without interfering with fundamental human rights. Resolve this issue and you will have 

my full support. 

There is definitely an unresolved quandary/collision of “rights.” The interlocking fates and 

concepts of “parenting,” “family” and “human sexual development” in Alberta rest on 

appropriate resolution of the dilemma. The nature of human sexuality education in Alberta will 

also be hugely impacted by the type of resolution.  See the email “On SOGI and GSA Matters 

Parents Have a Fundamental Right to Know What Their 5,6,7,8,9,10 ... Year-Olds Are Doing in 

School” for the response to the trustee’s comments quoted above.   

In November 2017, then President of the Alberta Catholic School Trustee’s Association (ACSTA), 

Adriana LaGrange, declared the ACSTA “would not fight” the NDP government’s Bill 24 which 

among a number of laws, makes informing parents of their child’s GSA membership illegal.  Yet, 

she did voice ACSTA concern over the ambiguity regarding “what the threshold will be” for 

releasing any information to parents about their children’s well-being related to GSA 

membership [and secret SOGI self-identity] at school.  This justifiable concern over regulatory 

standards remains un-clarified/un-resolved. As pointed-out earlier, leader Kenney’s policy (now 

Education Minister LaGrange’s position) that teachers should arbitrarily and on a voluntary basis 
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make “timely” judgments to intervene and reveal a student’s SOGI/GSA-related crisis to his/her 

parents is not a safe feasible solution.   

Murder in the 8th Grade, Newsweek, 28 July 2008, [Must read] is a terrifying account of the 

futility of leaving a child’s safety caught-up between teachers with common-sense and others 

with activist/ideological/political interests; teachers who are trained and qualified to instruct 

math, science, etc. or administrate, but not to counsel or make arbitrary judgments on students’ 

sexual well-being.  The account also reveals how the state, i.e. education system, is ill-suited to 

usurp/by-pass the parents’ right to know what their children are doing at school; and shows the 

adverse effects of unfettered affirmation of sexual minority rights empowered to immature 

children. 

Record of Interactions with Christian Clergy  

Since January 1, 2017, a series of 30 emails (not including this one) have been sent to some 700 

Christian pastors, priests and elders in Alberta. Three emails have been sent to leading 

“Watchmen” of Alberta’s Christian churches (recorded as EE, FF, and GG).   

At the start, in February-March 2017, during NDP governance, feedback from the clergy 

regarding the issues and concerns was significant and positive.  Common opinion among social 

conservatives (during NDP rule) was that the erosions of parental rights and freedom of religion 

related to GSA law and aspects of Inclusive Education policy were the fault of the political left.  It 

was “politically incorrect” for those on the right to remind the public that the Prentice PC 

government was responsible for the legislation permitting secret GSA membership and secret 

SOGI self-identification in Alberta schools. In 2015, some 60 days before the blowout election, 

PC Education Minister Gordon Dirks gave social conservatives this assurance: “As well it should 

be noted that the freedom for religious, faith-based schools to engage in religious instruction is 

in no way limited by and does not conflict with the existence of a GSA at a school.” This turned 

out not to be true. Moreover, in a statement made the day after passage of Bill 10 (the so-called 

“GSA Law”) Minister Dirks declared children (ages 5 to 18) do not require parental consent to 

join a GSA club.   

After the October 2019 election, bringing the end of NDP governance and transition to a UCP 

government, the social conservative public resistance to eroded parental rights, human sexuality 

education ideology, and SOGI self-identity/GSA membership secrecy from parental knowledge 

and approval waned. There was a hope among stakeholders on the right that a “united 

conservative” Alberta government might change things, introduce “rights” balance and rational 

boundaries to LGBTQ affirmative action laws and policies.  To date, this has not been reality. 

Concerning human sexuality governance in Alberta, little has changed spanning (PC-NDP-UCP) 

governments. 

Combined with federal Bill C-6 Conversion Therapy Ban legislation, the following graphic now 

best illustrates the net impact on Alberta Christian (and non-Christian) nuclear families: 
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For detailed explanation of these realities (1, 2 & 3) see “Message and Appeal to the Leading 

‘Watchmen’ of Alberta Christian Churches,” March 9, 2021.  For additional proof of little change  

from NDP governance see also “Breaking the Mirrors and Removing the Smoke:  

A Primer on GSA/SOGI Politics,” February 19, 2019. 

  

In May 2020, at the time of the petition launch under the logo/banner (below), the justification 

for the request to our Legislative Assembly from a Christian perspective was believed by the 

undersigned to be self-evident and obviously in the best interests of the majority of social 

conservative parents and their children. Indeed, all parents (with or without LGBTQ children) 

have the right to know who is influencing their children’s sexual development/behaviour, where 

and when this is happening, and what their children are being told and doing while at school or 

off school grounds. The younger the child and/or more complicated the medical/maturity/ 

behavioural history, the more crucial is the need for informed parental oversight. 
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However, over time came the realization that no Alberta clergy and/or senior 

denomination/diocese-level watchmen/leaders were going to effectively edify/inform/warn 

their laity of the issues and petition opportunity.  The following two emails summarize this 

realization: 

  “Regarding Church Influence on GSA and SOGI Governance in Alberta - If the Salt Loses 

Its Saltiness, How Can It be Made Salty Again?”, July 8, 2020. 

 “Message and Appeal (No. 3) to the Leading “Watchmen” of Alberta’s Christian 

Churches”, May 3, 2021. 

In the latter email to Alberta’s leading “Watchmen” a final appeal was summarized as follows: 

The matter of our shared fellowship under the same Holy Spirit does make one wonder 

about the continued silence and non-response from many. The message and petition 

appeal are as clear as they will ever be. A non-response, so-called “Laodicean response - 

neither hot nor cold,” is never a good choice in Kingdom matters. Our God is on no 

account indifferent, nor were Spirit-led authors of Scripture complacent or ambiguous 

regarding righteous human sexuality and the need for godly public witness. Neither 

should we be. 

There has been one striking exception to the silence and in-action.  A congregation, led 

exclusively by elders, embraced the petition with alacrity back in November 2020. This is evident 
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from the envelope return address. [Note the actual signature sheet requires only individual 

names, addresses and signatures. The submission to the legislature bears no association to 

churches, denominations, fellowships or dioceses.] 

Conclusion 

If children are empowered by the state to independently SOGI self-identify at school starting at 

age five, why not at home or everywhere? Why not at age of first expression? Combined with 

federal Bill C-6 legislation Alberta is on the precipice of empowering children at any age to SOGI 

self-identify with full state (federal and provincial) approval.  Moreover, once in school, these 

children are empowered, secret from their parents, to associate with peer-run, unsupervised 

GSA clubs, connected to unregulated adult run GSA networks, linked to other unfettered sexual 

minority adult activist agencies.   Furthermore, all attempts by parents (including parent chosen 

counsellors/medical professionals) to oversee/advise/counsel their children on sexuality 

development along a heteronormative path are not just impractical, but illegal.   

 

It remains unclear to the undersigned what has caused such avoidance, silence, and inaction 

among so many clergy.  The key primary request in eight emails, starting from June 2, 2020, has 

been for clergy to draw upon the evidence/analysis offered and simply pass on to their parish or 

congregation the issues and knowledge of the petition.  Let each congregant prayerfully decide 

whether to sign the petition or not.  One is left pondering some possible mindsets or mix of 

causes for the silence, acquiescence and/or inaction: (in no particular order) 

 Alberta clergy affirm the legislation and policies, regardless of collateral impacts and 

need for  remedies and clarifications; 

 Alberta clergy, are predominantly liberal (so-called “pro-gay”) in their theology, or if 

not, they are acting as if they are; 

 Alberta clergy believe no action is needed under the “politically/culturally correct” 

mantra that the church need not concern itself with secular governance (i.e. 

separation of church and state); 
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 Alberta clergy have been too distracted/pre-occupied by COVID-related concerns, 

restrictions, and on-line delivery challenges since March 2020 to take the 

governance assault on the Christian nuclear family and religious freedom seriously; 

 Alberta clergy have acquiesced under a proverbial tsunami of cultural and 

governance pressures to affirm homosexual/bisexual intimacy and gender 

transition; 

 Alberta clergy don’t wish to take a stand to avoid controversies with congregants/ 

parishioners with homosexual/bi-sexual attractions or gender discordances, or 

congregants who hold theologically liberal beliefs;  

 Alberta clergy place more importance on reaching or witnessing to children 

overseas than standing up for the physical and spiritual wellbeing of children in our 

own province; and   

 Alberta clergy see the assaults on our freedom to live the Christian (family) life as 

fulfilment of eschatological prediction, and choose to wait-out/ride-out the anti-

Christian governance and societal trends assuming the Last Day is soon 

approaching.  

To the undersigned, the above points appear to be little justification for abandoning 

727,000 Alberta school-aged youth for what may very well be generations to come. 

Educating/indoctrinating “5, 6, 7...year-old students” that they should not trust the counsel 

of their Christian or social conservative parents, and empowering these children to 

deceive/mislead their parents about their SOGI self-identity and/or their associations (GSA 

clubs/GSA networks/LGBTQ activist adults) is neither safe, nor godly governance. 

The silent non-responses to past correspondence, and why Christian “watchmen/ 

shepherds/leadership” are withholding from their laity the facts/issues and the individual 

opportunity to engage the government by petition remain prayerful mysteries. Note some 

53% of Alberta’s 4.4 million population self-identify as Christian. In 2019 there were 

2,615,000 registered voters (age 18 or older). Thus some 1,386,000 Alberta Christians are 

eligible to participate in the petition.  

Perhaps the last three months of this petition opportunity will run out to zero effect. If so, 

the ten issues/concerns will surely remain.  If not addressed/remedied, the freedom of 

Christian Albertans to preach, witness, nurture, and rear the so-called “next generation” will 

be severely eroded; and the nuclear family will be headed for deconstruction.   

Christians across the province cry out to God for revival and church renewal in the face of a 

tsunami of governance and societal repression/assaults. The same expect God to miraculously 

change the hearts and minds of our politicians.  Others have just given up on our democracy.  

This petition is not a panacea to all our trials.  It is a beginning instrument by which believers can 

DO SOMETHING by standing up for their faith.   
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Let us not act like the man clinging to his roof top in a 

flood, praying for a miraculous rescue, but choosing to 

ignore God’s very hand in answer to the request. The 

petition offers Christians hope, gives voice, brings 

revival/renewal and governance influence.  

Silence and inaction are choices of witness that only serve 

to embolden those who affirm we live in a post-Christian 

era. It would definitely be a five-star miracle if Premier 

Kenney starts to earnestly remedy these matters without a demonstrable push from his voter 

base.  May we stop putting God to the test and choose to be His “called” instruments to bring 

light to our province and nation.  

Pretty much all that can be said has been said.  Most politicians, trustees and clergy who should 

be informed have been informed. Only the message has not been passed to most Alberta laity!  

If not now, if not here (Alberta), if not in the face of these governance assaults; then when, for 

what reasons, and by whom, will a godly stand ever be taken? 

Thank God, only He will judge. 

Peace and Grace in Christ. 

Carman Bradley 

Grandfather 

Founder, researcher and author of Bill10CourtChallenge.Org 

This email has been sent to some 700 pastors and priests in Alberta. Bill 10 Court Challenge 
Organization is longsuffering on the cause of parental rights, children’s safety, and Christian 
influence/witness in Alberta governance.  If you wish to be removed from the email list please 
indicate so by requesting removal to feedback@Bill10CourtChallenge.Org.  
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